OBJECT
The first player to build a continuous line of five pyramid pieces—either diagonally, horizontally, or vertically—wins.

CONTENTS
12 Green pyramid pieces   1 Game piece holder
12 Blue pyramid pieces     1 Guide

SETUP
Each player gets 12 pyramid pieces of one color.

HOW TO PLAY
1. Choose who goes first.

2. Players take turns setting down one pyramid piece at a time.

3. All pieces must be touching other pyramid pieces either on a corner or a side.

4. You cannot lay down pieces that are not touching other pyramids.

5. If all pieces are placed and neither player has created a straight line of five pyramids, then the game goes into “overtime.”

Incorrect move because the blue pyramid is disconnected.
6. In overtime play the same rules apply, but now players take turns moving their pyramid pieces to wherever they choose. (NOTE: After a piece is moved, it must be touching either a side or a corner of another piece. There can be no isolated pieces or groups of pieces.)